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00 Divisorial contractions in dimension three
which contract divisors to compound A1 points
Masayuki Kawakita
Abstract
We deal with a divisorial contraction in dimension 3 which con-
tracts its exceptional divisor to a cA1 point. We prove that any such
contraction is obtained by a suitable weighted blow-up.
1 Introduction
Explicit description of divisorial contractions is a beautiful object in itself,
and in dimension 3 it is one of the most important remaining problems.
The aim of this paper is to continue the study of this, following my previous
paper [Kwk00].
Let f : (Y ⊃ E) → (X ∋ P ) be a divisorial contraction in dimension
3 which contracts its exceptional divisor E to a point P . The theorem in
[Kwk00] is that any such contraction to a smooth point P is obtained by a
suitable weighted blow-up. In the proof of this theorem, a numerical game
for types of singularities on Y and for dimensions of OX/f∗OY (−iE)’s plays
one of essential roles, and it works also even if P is a Gorenstein singularity.
In this paper we treat the case where P is a cA1 point, starting with this
game, and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. (= Theorem 2.5.) Let Y be a 3-dimensional Q-factorial
normal variety with only terminal singularities, and let f : (Y ⊃ E) →
(X ∋ P ) be an algebraic germ of a divisorial contraction which contracts its
exceptional divisor E to a cA1 point P . Then f is obtained by a suitable
weighted blow-up. More precisely, under a suitable analytic identification
P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 + wN = 0) ⊂ C4, f is one of the following weighted
blow-ups.
(1.1.1) f is the weighted blow-up with its weights wt(x, y, z, w) = (s, 2t −
s, t, 1), where s, t are coprime positive integers such that s ≤ t ≤ N/2.
(1.1.2) N = 3 and f is the weighted blow-up with its weights wt(x, y, z, w) =
(1, 5, 3, 2).
The hardest part of this theorem lives in case (1.1.1). Adding that there
exist infinitely many such weighted blow-ups by the choice of an analytic
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identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 + wN = 0) ⊂ C4, some difficulties
arise in controlling the value of N , which should be large compared to the
discrepancy of f . For this, we introduce a special surface P ∈ S ⊂ X
(Definition 6.5) and reduce the problem to constructing a special surface of
which strict transform on Y has only relatively mild singularities.
Y. Kawamata has succeeded the description in the case where P is a
terminal quotient singularity ([Kwm96]), and A. Corti has done in the case
where P is an ordinary double point ([Co00, Theorem 3.10]), a special case
of Theorem 1.1. In this paper we can also see the essence of their proof,
comparing discrepancies and using Shokurov’s connectedness lemma respec-
tively.
I would like to thank Prof. Yujiro Kawamata and Prof. Alessio Corti
for their stimulating encouragement. I am also grateful to Dr. Nobuyuki
Kakimi for his invaluable comments. He told me the existence of weighted
blow-ups in Theorem 1.1 as examples of divisorial contractions.
2 Statement of Theorem
We work over the complex number field C. A variety means an irreducible,
reduced, separated scheme of finite type over SpecC. Though our objects
are algebraic in themselves and we do in the algebraic category throughout
the paper, we often use analytic functions for convenience. This produces
no problem by adding higher terms to them if necessary to put them into
algebraic functions. Our argument depends not on the local ring OX,P
itself, but only on a quotient OX,P /m
n
P by a sufficiently large multiple of the
maximal ideal mP ⊂ OX,P . We use basic terminologies in [K
+92, Chapters
1, 2].
First we define a divisorial contraction. In this paper it means a mor-
phism which may emerge in the minimal model program.
Definition 2.1. Let f : Y → X be a morphism with connected fibers be-
tween normal varieties. We call f a divisorial contraction if it satisfies the
following conditions.
(2.1.1) Y is Q-factorial with only terminal singularities.
(2.1.2) The exceptional locus of f is a prime divisor.
(2.1.3) −KY is f -ample.
(2.1.4) The relative Picard number of f is 1.
We recall the classification of terminal Gorenstein singularities in dimen-
sion 3.
Definition 2.2. Let P ∈ X be an algebraic germ (resp. an analytic germ)
of a variety (resp. an analytic space) in dimension 3. We call P a cDV
(compound Du Val) point if a general hyperplane section is normal and has
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a Du Val singularity at P . The singularity P is said to be cAn, cDn, cEn
(compound An,Dn, En) according to the type of the Du Val singularity on
a general hyperplane section.
Theorem 2.3. ([R83, Theorem1.1].) Let P ∈ X be an algebraic germ (resp.
an analytic germ) of a normal variety (resp. analytic space) in dimension 3.
Then P is a terminal Gorenstein singularity if and only if P is an isolated
cDV point.
Remark 2.4. (2.4.1) Let P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (f = 0) ⊂ C4 be a terminal
Gorenstein singularity in dimension 3. We can divide such singularities by
the rank r of the Hessian matrix of f at o:
(2.4.1.1) r = 1. P is cDn, cE6, cE7, or cE8.
(2.4.1.2) r = 2. P is cAn with n ≥ 2.
(2.4.1.3) r = 3. P is cA1, but is not an ordinary double point.
(2.4.1.4) r = 4. P is an ordinary double point.
(2.4.2) If P is an isolated cA1 point, we have an analytic identification
P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 + wN = 0) ⊂ C4 for some N ≥ 2. This N depends
only on P ∈ X itself.
Now it is the time when we state the theorem precisely.
Theorem 2.5. Let Y be a 3-dimensional Q-factorial normal variety with
only terminal singularities, and let f : (Y ⊃ E) → (X ∋ P ) be an algebraic
germ of a divisorial contraction which contracts its exceptional divisor E to
a cA1 point P . Then f is obtained by a suitable weighted blow-up. More
precisely, under a suitable analytic identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 +
wN = 0) ⊂ C4, f is one of the following weighted blow-ups.
(2.5.1) f is the weighted blow-up with its weights wt(x, y, z, w) = (s, 2t −
s, t, 1), where s, t are coprime positive integers such that s ≤ t ≤ N/2.
(2.5.2) N = 3 and f is the weighted blow-up with its weights wt(x, y, z, w) =
(1, 5, 3, 2).
Remark 2.6. Consider an analytic germ of a cA1 point o ∈ (xy + z
2 +
wN = 0) ⊂ C4 (N ≥ 2) and blow-up this with weights as one of them
in Theorem 2.5. Then the exceptional locus of this weighted blow-up is
irreducible, and the weighted blown-up analytic space has actually only
terminal singularities.
3 Singular Riemann-Roch Technique
In this section we state some numerical results obtained by using the sin-
gular Riemann-Roch formula ([R87, Theorem 10.2]), most of which are in
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[Kwk00]. Let Y be a 3-dimensional Q-factorial normal variety with only
terminal singularities, and let f : (Y ⊃ E) → (X ∋ P ) be an algebraic
germ of a divisorial contraction which contracts its exceptional divisor E
to a Gorenstein point P . Throughout this section we fix this situation and
spread a general theory.
Let KY = f
∗KX + aE and let r be the global Gorenstein index of Y ,
that is, the smallest positive integer such that rKY is Cartier. Because a
and r are coprime by [Kwk00, Lemma 2.5], we can take an integer e such
that ae ≡ 1 modulo r.
Let I = {Q : type 1
rQ
(1,−1, bQ)} be the set of fictitious singularities
of Y , that is, terminal quotient singularities obtained by flat deformations
of non-Gorenstein singularities of Y . Then (OYQ(EQ))Q
∼= (OYQ(eKYQ))Q,
where (YQ, EQ) is the deformed pair near Q from (Y,E). We note that
bQ is coprime to rQ and that e is also coprime to rQ because r|(ae − 1).
Hence vQ = ebQ is coprime to rQ. Here ¯ denotes the smallest residue
modulo rQ, that is, j = j − ⌊
j
rQ
⌋rQ, where ⌊ ⌋ denotes the round down,
that is, ⌊j⌋ = max{k ∈ Z|k ≤ j}. Replacing bQ with rQ − bQ if necessary,
we may assume that vQ ≤ rQ/2. With this description, r = 1 if I is
empty, and otherwise r is the lowest common multiple of {rQ}Q∈I . We put
J = {(rQ, vQ)}Q∈I .
Proposition 3.1. (3.1.1) rE3 ∈ Z>0.
(3.1.2) aE3 = 2−
∑
Q∈I
vQ(rQ − vQ)
rQ
.
(3.1.3) For 1 ≤ i ≤ a,
dimCOX/f∗OY (−iE) = i
2 −
1
2
∑
Q∈I
min
0≤j<i
{(1 + j)jrQ + i(i− 1− 2j)vQ}.
(3.1.4) If a ≥ 2, then
∑
Q∈I
vQ = 3− dimCmP /f∗OY (−2E),
where mP ⊂ OX is the ideal sheaf of P ∈ X.
Proof. We see them in [Kwk00, Proposition 2.7]. a ≥ 2 is used in the proof
of (D) in [Kwk00, Proposition 2.7].
Now we classify f from the numerical point of view.
Theorem 3.2. Exactly one of the following holds.
(3.2.1) a = 1.
(3.2.2) a ≥ 2, and
(3.2.2.0) dimCmP /f∗OY (−2E) = 0.
In this case J = {(7, 3)} or {(3, 1), (5, 2)}, and a = 2.
(3.2.2.1) dimCmP /f∗OY (−2E) = 1, and
(3.2.2.1.1) J = {(r, 2)}. In this case a = 2 or 4.
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(3.2.2.1.2) J = {(r1, 1), (r2, 1)} (r1 ≤ r2).
(3.2.2.2) dimCmP /f∗OY (−2E) = 2.
In this case J = {(r, 1)}.
(3.2.2.3) dimCmP /f∗OY (−2E) = 3.
In this case P is a smooth point, f is the usual blow-up along P , and a = 2.
Proof. Most of the results come from [Kwk00]. In the case a ≥ 2, we classify
J by Proposition 3.1.4 according to the value of dimCmP /f∗OY (−2E). In
case (3.2.2.1.1), we have a = 2 or 4 from a(rE3) = 4 and rE3 ∈ Z, which
are obtained by Propositions 3.1.1-2. In case (3.2.2.3), Y is Gorenstein and
thus [Cu88, Theorem 5] induces the result. In case (3.2.2.0), we know all
the possible values of J and the corresponding values of aE3 as follows by
[Kwk00, Subsection 2.3].
J = {(r, 3)} J = {(r1, 1), (r2, 2)} J = {(r1, 1), (r2, 1), (r3, 1)}
r aE3 (r1, r2) aE
3 (r1, r2, r3) aE
3
7 2/7 (2, 5) 3/10 (2, 2, r3) 2/2r3
8 1/8 (3, 5) 2/15 (2, 3, 3) 1/6
(4, 5) 1/20 (2, 3, 4) 1/12
(2, 7) 1/14 (2, 3, 5) 1/30
Considering that a ≥ 2, rE3 ∈ Z, and that a, rQ are coprime, we can restrict
the possibility again to the three cases below.
J = {(7, 3)} and a = 2.
J = {(2, 1), (5, 2)} and a = 3.
J = {(3, 1), (5, 2)} and a = 2.
Thus we have only to exclude the case J = {(2, 1), (5, 2)}.
In the case J = {(2, 1), (5, 2)}, we have a = 3, e ≡ 7 modulo 10,
E3 = 1/10, and {(rQ, vQ, bQ)}Q∈I = {(2, 1, 1), (5, 2, 1)}. From the proof
of [Kwk00, Proposition 2.7] we know that, for i ≤ a,
dimC f∗OY (iE)/f∗OY ((i − 1)E)
=
1
12
{2(3i2 − 3i+ 1)− 3(2i − 1)a+ a2}E3 +
1
12
E · c2(Y ) +Ai −Ai−1,
where Ai =
∑
Q∈I
(
−ie
r2Q − 1
12rQ
+
ie−1∑
j=1
jbQ(rQ − jbQ)
2rQ
)
.
In our case we have
dimC f∗OY (iE)/f∗OY ((i− 1)E)
=
1
60
(3i2 − 12i+ 10) +
1
12
E · c2(Y ) +Ai −Ai−1 (i ≤ 3),
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A1 = −21/40, A2 = 0, and so on. Putting i = 1, 2 we obtain
0 =
1
60
+
1
12
E · c2(Y )−
21
40
(i = 1),
0 = −
1
30
+
1
12
E · c2(Y ) +
21
40
(i = 2).
These two equations contradict each other.
4 First Step to Proof
In this section we take the first step to the proof of Theorem 2.5. We keep
numerical data in Section 3.
KY = f
∗KX + aE
r : the Gorenstein index
e : an integer such that ae ≡ 1 modulo r
I = {Q : type 1
rQ
(1,−1, bQ)} : the set of fictitious singularities of Y
vQ = ebQ (vQ ≤ rQ/2)
J = {(rQ, vQ)}Q∈I
Additionally, we define an integer N ≥ 2 as follows.
P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 + wN = 0) ⊂ C4.
First we construct a tower of normal varieties.
Construction 4.1. We construct birational morphisms gi : Xi → Xi−1 be-
tween normal factorial varieties, irreducible and reduced closed subschemes
Zi ⊂ Xi, and prime divisors Fi onXi inductively, and define positive integers
n,m, with the following procedure.
(4.1.1) Define X0 as X and Z0 as P .
(4.1.2.1) If Zi−1 is a point, we define gi as the blow-up of Xi−1 along Zi−1.
(4.1.2.2) If Zi−1 is a curve, we define bi : BlZi−1(Xi−1)→ Xi−1 as the blow-
up of Xi−1 along Zi−1, and define b
′
i : Xi → BlZi−1(Xi−1) as a resolution
of singularities near b−1i (Zi−1). Precisely, b
′
i is a proper morphism which
is isomorphic over BlZi−1(Xi−1) \ b
−1
i (Zi−1), and Xi is smooth near (bi ◦
b′i)
−1(Zi−1). We note that b
′
i is isomorphic at the generic point of the
center of E on BlZi−1(Xi−1). We define gi = bi ◦ b
′
i : Xi → Xi−1.
(4.1.3) Define Zi as the center of E on Xi with the reduced induced closed
subscheme structure, and Fi as the only gi-exceptional prime divisor on Xi
which contains Zi.
(4.1.4) We stop this process when Zn = Fn. This process must terminate
after finite steps like [Kwk00, Construction 2.1] and thus we get the sequence
Xn → · · · → X0.
(4.1.5) We define m ≤ n as the largest integer such that Zm−1 is a point.
(4.1.6) We define gji (j ≤ i) as the induced morphism from Xi to Xj .
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Remark 4.2. Zi ⊆ Fi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is exactly one of the following.
(4.2.1) 1 ≤ i < m. Zi is a point, and
(4.2.1.1) Zi ∈ Fi ∼= the vertex point ∈ Q0, where Q0 denotes the cone
(xy + z2 = 0) ⊂ P3 with homogeneous coordinates x, y, z, w.
(4.2.1.2) Zi ∈ Fi ∼= a non-vertex point ∈ Q0.
(4.2.1.3) Zi ∈ Fi ∼= a point ∈ Q, where Q denotes the smooth quadratic
(xy + zw = 0) ⊂ P3 with homogeneous coordinates x, y, z, w.
(4.2.1.4) Zi ∈ Fi ∼= a point ∈ P
2.
(4.2.2) m ≤ i < n. Zi is a curve, and
(4.2.2.1) i = m < n and,
(4.2.2.1.1) Zi ⊂ Fi ∼= a curve ⊂ Q0.
(4.2.2.1.2) Zi ⊂ Fi ∼= a curve ⊂ Q.
(4.2.2.1.3) Zi ⊂ Fi ∼= a curve ⊂ P
2.
(4.2.2.2) m < i < n.
(4.2.3) i = n. Zi = Fi is a surface.
Remark 4.3. We remark that f∗OY (−iE) = g0n∗OXn(−iFn) for any i be-
cause E and Fn are the same as valuations.
By the next lemma, we have only to prove that Fn equals, as valuations,
the only exceptional divisor obtained by a weighted blow-up of X emerging
in Theorem 2.5. This lemma is a generalization of [Kwk00, Lemma 2.2],
which should be replaced by this.
Lemma 4.4. Let fi : Yi → X with i = 1, 2 be projective birational mor-
phisms between normal varieties with fi-exceptional and fi-ample Q-Cartier
divisors −Ei on Yi. Assume that E1 and E2 are the same as Q-linear com-
binations of valuations. Then f1 and f2 are isomorphic as morphisms over
X.
Second we evaluate various discrepancies and multiplicities.
Notation 4.5. (4.5.1) We define a positive integer l ≤ m as the largest
integer satisfying that l = 1 or that Zl−1 is of type (4.2.1.1).
(4.5.2) For curves Zi (m ≤ i < n), we define the degree di of Zi as follows.
(4.5.2.1) In case (4.2.2.1.1-2), di denotes the degree of Zi considered as a
subvariety in P3 as in Remark 4.2.
(4.5.2.2) In case (4.2.2.1.3), di denotes the degree of Zi considered as a
subvariety in P2 as in Remark 4.2.
(4.5.2.3) In case (4.2.2.2), di denotes the degree of the finite morphism Zi →
Zi−1.
Notation 4.6. Let X be a normal variety and let E be an algebraic valu-
ation, that is, a valuation of the function field of X which is obtained as an
exceptional divisor of some birational morphism f : Y → X from a normal
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variety Y . Let D be a Q-divisor on X or D = µM where µ is a rational
number and M is a linear system of finite dimension on X which has no base
points in codimension 1.
(4.6.0) Let Z be a normal variety which is birational to X. DZ denotes the
strict transform of D on Z.
(4.6.1) Assume that KX +D is Q-Cartier. αKX+D(E) denotes the discrep-
ancy of E with respect to KX + D, that is, KY + DY = f
∗(KX + D) +
αKX+D(E)E + (others).
(4.6.2) Assume that D is Q-Cartier. mD(E) denotes the multiplicity of E
with respect to D, that is, f∗D = DY +mD(E)E + (others).
Notation 4.7. Let M be a general f -very ample linear system of finite
dimension on Y . We define positive rational numbers µ, ci by the following
equations.
(4.7.1) KY + µM = f
∗(KX + µMX).
(4.7.2) g∗0n(µMX) = µMXn +
∑
1≤i≤n
ci(g
∗
inFi) + (others).
Remark 4.8. (4.8.1) Because M be a general f -very ample linear system
on Y , for any algebraic valuation G we have αKX+µMX (G) = αKY (G).
(4.8.2) Putting G = Fi in (4.8.1), we obtain
αKX (Fi)−
∑
1≤j≤i
cjmFj(Fi) = αKY (Fi)
{
> 0 (i < n),
= 0 (i = n),
since Y has only terminal singularities.
We give evaluation for ci’s.
Proposition 4.9. (4.9.1) 1 > c1 except the case n = 1.
(4.9.2) cn > αKXn−1 (Fn) except the case n = 1.
(4.9.3.1) If Zi is a point of type (4.2.1.1) or (4.2.1.4), then ci ≥ ci+1.
(4.9.3.2) If Zi is a point of type (4.2.1.2), then 2ci ≥ ci+1.
(4.9.3.3) If Zi is a curve of type (4.2.2.1.3) or (4.2.2.2), then ci ≥ dici+1.
(4.9.3.4) If Zi is a curve of type (4.2.2.1.1), then 2ci ≥ dici+1.
(4.9.4) If Zi is of type (4.2.1.3) or (4.2.2.1.2), then ci ≥ 1.
Proof. (4.9.1) Putting i = 1 into (4.8.2), we have 1− c1 > 0.
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(4.9.2) We use Remark 4.8. Because
KXn + µMXn
= g∗n(KXn−1 + µMXn−1) + (αKXn−1 (Fn)− cn)Fn + (others)
= g∗n(g
∗
0,n−1(KX + µMX) + αKY (Fn−1)Fn−1 + (others))
+ (αKXn−1 (Fn)− cn)Fn + (others)
= g∗0n(KX + µMX)
+ (αKXn−1 (Fn)− cn + αKY (Fn−1)mFn−1(Fn))Fn + (others),
we have αKXn−1 (Fn) − cn + αKY (Fn−1)mFn−1(Fn) = αKY (Fn) = 0. Hence
cn − αKXn−1 (Fn) = αKY (Fn−1)mFn−1(Fn) > 0.
(4.9.3.1) We will prove (4.9.3) with the same idea. Let Zi ∈ l ⊂ Fi be
a general line on Fi ∼= Q0 ⊂ P
3 or P2 through Zi, and let l
′ be its strict
transform on Xi+1. Then,
0 ≤ (µMXi+1 · l
′)Xi+1 = −ci+1(Fi+1 · l
′)Xi+1 − ci(Fi · l)Xi = −ci+1 + ci.
(4.9.3.2) Let Zi ∈ c ⊂ Fi be a general conic on Fi ∼= Q0 ⊂ P
3 through Zi,
and let c′ be its strict transform on Xi+1. Then,
0 ≤ (µMXi+1 · c
′)Xi+1 = −ci+1(Fi+1 · c
′)Xi+1 − ci(Fi · c)Xi = −ci+1 + 2ci.
(4.9.3.3) Let l ⊂ Fi be a general line on Fi ∼= P
2 in case (4.2.2.1.3) and be a
general fiber of Fi → Zi−1 in case (4.2.2.2), and let l′ be its strict transform
on Xi+1. Then,
0 ≤ (µMXi+1 · l
′)Xi+1 = −ci+1(Fi+1 · l
′)Xi+1 − ci(Fi · l)Xi = −dici+1 + ci.
(4.9.3.4) Let c ⊂ Fi be a general conic on Fi ∼= Q0 ⊂ P
3, and let c′ be its
strict transform on Xi+1. Then,
0 ≤ (µMXi+1 · c
′)Xi+1 = −ci+1(Fi+1 · c
′)Xi+1 − ci(Fi · c)Xi = −dici+1 + 2ci.
(4.9.4) The following proof is a generalization of the proof of [Co00, Theorem
3.10] using Shokurov’s connectedness lemma ([K+92, Theorem 17.4]). Let
P ∈ H ⊂ X be a general hyperplane section on X through P , and let
Zi−1 ∈ L ⊂ Xi−1 be a general hyperplane section on Xi−1 through Zi−1
such that Zi 6⊆ LXi ∩ Fi, and that LXi ∩ Fi consists of two lines l1 + l2 on
Fi ∼= Q ⊂ P
3, which are fibers of two rulings of Q ∼= P1 × P1. Then
g∗0i(KX + µMX + αKY (Fi−1)H) + g
∗
i L
= KXi + µMXi + LXi + 0Fi−1Xi + ciFi + (others),
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where we omit the term αKY (Fi−1)H if i = 1. Because
α(g∗
0i(KX+µMX+αKY (Fi−1)H)+g
∗
i L)
(Fn)
=−m(αKY (Fi−1)g
∗
0iH+g
∗
i L)
(Fn) ≤ −mL(Fn) = −1,
we have
Zi ⊆ LLC(Xi, g
∗
0i(KX + µMX + αKY (Fi−1)H) + g
∗
i L),
where LLC denotes the locus of log canonical singularities for a log pair,
that is, the union of centers of all algebraic valuations with discrepancies
≤ −1. Moreover,
LXi ∩ Fi ⊆ LLC(Xi, g
∗
0i(KX + µMX + αKY (Fi−1)H) + g
∗
i L).
Since Zi 6⊆ LXi ∩ Fi
∼= l1 + l2, using the connectedness lemma for two small
contractions contracting l1, l2 respectively, we obtain
P1 × P1 ∼= Fi ⊆ LLC(Xi, g
∗
0i(KX + µMX + αKY (Fi−1)H) + g
∗
i L),
that is, ci ≥ 1.
We have a refined restriction as a corollary of preceding results.
Corollary 4.10. (4.10.1) If a = 1, then f is the usual blow-up of X along
P .
(4.10.2)Assume that a ≥ 2, that is, n ≥ 2.
(4.10.2.1.1) Case (3.2.2.0) never occurs.
(4.10.2.1.2) Neither case (4.2.1.3) nor case (4.2.2.1.2) occurs.
(4.10.2.2) Exactly one of cases (4.2.1.2) and (4.2.2.1.1) occurs.
(4.10.2.3.1) m < n.
(4.10.2.3.2) ∀di = 1.
(4.10.2.3.3) 2 > 2c1 ≥ · · · ≥ 2cl ≥ cl+1 ≥ · · · ≥ cn > 1.
Proof. (4.10.1) This comes from Lemma 4.4.
(4.10.2.1.1) Since a = 2 in case (3.2.2.0), we have n = 2 and
Z1 is a point of type (4.2.1.1) and N ≥ 4, or
Z1 is a curve.
In both cases a general hyperplane section on X through P has multiplicity
1 along F2, which means that f∗OY (−2E) = g02∗OX2(−2F2)  mP . This is
a contradiction.
(4.10.2.1.2) Propositions 4.9.1, 4.9.3.1, and 4.9.4 imply this.
(4.10.2.2) If neither case (4.2.1.2) nor case (4.2.2.1.1) occurs, then from
Proposition 4.9 we have
1 > c1 ≥ (
∏
m≤i<n
di)cn > (
∏
m≤i<n
di)αKXn−1 (Fn).
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This is a contradiction.
(4.10.2.3.1-3) We obtain them considering the following inequalities as in
the proof of (4.10.2.2).
2 > 2c1 ≥ (
∏
m≤i<n
di)cn > (
∏
m≤i<n
di)αKXn−1 (Fn).
m < n comes from αKXn−1 (Fn) = 1 and (4.10.2.2).
Remark 4.11. Because Corollaries 4.10.2.2 and 4.10.2.3.2, Fl ∼= Q0, N ≥
2l+1. We define Zl ⊆ l0 ⊂ Fl as the unique line on Fl ∼= Q0 ⊂ P
3 containing
Zl.
The problem is reduced to investigating cases (3.2.2.1-2), which will be
done in the following sections. As the last part of this section, we give some
information for these remaining cases (3.2.2.1-2).
Corollary 4.12. (4.12.1) Zi+1 6⊆ FiXi+1 ∩ Fi+1.
(4.12.2) a = n+m− l.
(4.12.3.1) In case (3.2.2.1), Z1 ⊂ F1 ∼= Q0 in P
3 and it is a point.
(4.12.3.2) In case (3.2.2.2), Z1 ⊂ F1 ∼= Q0 in P
3 and it is a line.
Proof. (4.12.1) This is trivial since mP 6= f∗OY (−2E) = g0n∗OXn(−2Fn).
(4.12.2) This comes from Corollary 4.10.2.2 and (4.12.1).
(4.12.3) F1 ∼= Q0 comes from a ≥ 2 and Corollary 4.10.2.1.2. We know the
shape of Z1 ⊂ F1 ∼= Q0 ∈ P
3 from the equation below.
4− dimC mP/f∗OY (−2E)
=dimC f∗OY (−2E)/m
2
P
=dimC Im [(v ∈ mP |Z1 ⊆ div(v)X1)→ mP/m
2
P ]
= dimC{v ∈ Γ (P
3,OP3(1))|v = 0 or Z1 ⊆ div(v)},
where the second equality comes from mP 6= f∗OY (−2E).
5 Exceptional Case
In this section we treat the exceptional case (2.5.2), which corresponds to
case (3.2.2.1.1), and our aim is the following.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that f is of type (3.2.2.1.1). Then f is obtained
by a suitable weighted blow-up of type (2.5.2).
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Throughout this section, we assume that f is of type (3.2.2.1.1) and
struggle with Proposition 5.1. We note that 1 < m < n by the assumption
and Corollaries 4.10.2.3.1 and 4.12.3.1, and that N ≥ 3 by Remark 4.11.
First we restate the conclusion.
Lemma 5.2. The following imply Proposition 5.1.
(5.2.1) (n,m, l) = (3, 2, 1).
(5.2.2) Z2 is a curve which intersects the strict transform of l0 on X2.
Proof. Though analytic functions seem to emerge in this proof, we stay in
the algebraic category by adding higher terms to them if necessary, as we
have said in the first paragraph in Section 2. First we prove a claim on an
analytic description.
Claim 5.3. There exists an identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 + wN =
0) ⊂ C4 satisfying the following conditions.
(5.3.1) l0 = F1 ∩ div(y)X1 ∩ div(z)X1 .
(5.3.2) Z1 = l0 ∩ div(w)X1 .
(5.3.3) Z2 = F2 ∩ div(z)X2 .
Proof of Claim 5.3. It is trivial that we can choose an identification satis-
fying (5.3.1). Then by (5.3.1), Z1 = l0 ∩ div(w + tx)X1 for some t ∈ C.
Because xy + z2 + wN = xy′ + z2 + (w′)N for w′ = w + tx and y′ =
y+(wN − (w+ tx)N )/x, by replacing y,w with y′, w′ we may assume (5.3.2)
moreover. Then Z2 = F2 ∩ div(z + tx
2)X2 for some t ∈ C by (5.2.2) and
Corollaries 4.10.2.3.2 and 4.12.1. Because xy + z2 +wN = xy′ + (z′)2 +wN
for z′ = z + tx2 and y′ = y − 2txz − t2x3, by replacing y, z with y′, z′ we
may assume (5.3.3) moreover.
Second we prove that F3 equals, as valuations, an exceptional divisor
obtained by a weighted blow-up of X.
Claim 5.4. Under the identification in Claim 5.3, F3 equals, as valuations,
an exceptional divisor obtained by the weighted blow-up of X with its weights
wt(x, y, z, w) = (1, 5, 3, 2).
Proof of Claim 5.4. First we remark that x, z/x,w/x ∈ OX1,Z1 generate lo-
cal coordinates of X1 at Z1, that y/x = −((z/x)
2+xN−2(w/x)N ), and that
F3 equals, as valuations, the exceptional divisor obtained by the weighted
blow-up of X1 with its weights wt(x, z/x,w/x) = (1, 2, 1). Thus it is triv-
ial that (mdiv(x)(F3),mdiv(y)(F3),mdiv(z)(F3),mdiv(w)(F3)) = (1, 5, 3, 2). Be-
cause any v ∈ OX,P has an expansion of a formal series v = v1(x, z, w) +
v2(y, z, w), it is sufficient to prove that for any i ≥ 0,
v =
∑
(p,q,r,s)∈Ii
cpqrsx
pyqzrws ∈ g03∗OX3(−(i+ 1)F3) (cpqrs ∈ C)
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implies v = 0, where
Ii = {(p, q, r, s) ∈ Z
4
≥0|p+ 5q + 3r + 2s = i, p or q = 0}.
However, by replacing v with xjv for a sufficiently large j, we have only to
show that for any i ≥ 0,
v =
∑
(p,q,r)∈Ji
cpqrx
pzqwr ∈ g03∗OX3(−(i+ 1)F3) (cpqr ∈ C)
implies v = 0, where Ji = {(p, q, r) ∈ Z
3
≥0|p+ 3q + 2r = i}.
Take any v =
∑
(p,q,r)∈Ji
cpqrx
pzqwr ∈ g03∗OX3(−(i + 1)F3). Then v =∑
(p,q,r)∈Ji
cpqrx
p+q+r(z/x)q(w/x)r. Because F3 equals, as valuations, the
exceptional divisor obtained by the weighted blow-up of X1 with its weights
wt(x, z/x,w/x) = (1, 2, 1), it is enough to show that the weight of any
monomial xp+q+r(z/x)q(w/x)r ((p, q, r) ∈ Ji) with respect to its weights
wt(x, z/x,w/x) = (1, 2, 1) equals i. But this is trivial by a direct calculation
(p+ q + r) + 2q + r = p+ 3q + 2r = i.
Only the proof of N = 3 remains. Because of Lemma 4.4 and properties
of toric geometry, we have only to show the following claim.
Claim 5.5. Consider an analytic germ of a cA1 point o ∈ (xy+ z
2+wN =
0) ⊂ C4 (N ≥ 4) and blow-up this with its weights wt(x, y, z, w) = (1, 5, 3, 2).
Then the exceptional locus of this weighted blow-up is irreducible, and the
weighted blown-up analytic space is normal and has a non-terminal singu-
larity.
Proof of Claim 5.5. Direct calculation shows that its exceptional locus is
isomorphic to (xy + z2 = 0) ⊂ P(1, 5, 3, 2) with weighted homogeneous co-
ordinates x, y, z, w, which is irreducible, and that all singularities on the ob-
tained analytic space are one terminal quotient singularity of type 15(−1, 3, 2)
and one non-terminal singularity isomorphic to o ∈ (xy+z2+w2N−6 = 0) ⊂
C4/Z2(1, 1, 1,−1).
Now our problem is proving (5.2.1-2), which will be shown in Lemmas
5.8.1 and 5.9. We show all the possible cases.
Lemma 5.6. a = 4, and the tower Xn → · · · → X0 is exactly one of the
following.
(5.6.1) (n,m, l) = (3, 2, 1), N ≥ 3, r = 5.
(5.6.2) (n,m, l) = (4, 2, 2), N ≥ 5, r = 5.
(5.6.3) (n,m, l) = (4, 3, 3), N ≥ 7, r = 7.
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Proof. Though a = 2 or 4 in case (3.2.2.1.1), a = 2 is impossible because
n ≥ 3. Hence a = 4. By Corollary 4.12.2, it is trivial that the values of
n,m, l in (5.6.1-3) cover all the possibility for a = 4 and 1 < m < n.
Now we calculate the value of r in each case usuig Proposition 3.1.3.
Because a = 4 and J = {(r, 2)} (r ≥ 5), Proposition 3.1.3 implies that
dimC mP/f∗OY (−3E) = 3 + max{0, 6 − r},
dimC mP/f∗OY (−4E) = 4 + max{0, 8 − r}.
Thus we have only to the next claim.
Claim 5.7. (5.7.1) In case (5.6.1), dimCmP/f∗OY (−3E) = 4.
(5.7.2) In case (5.6.2), dimCmP /f∗OY (−3E) = 4.
(5.7.3) In case (5.6.3), dimCmP /f∗OY (−4E) = 5.
Proof of Claim 5.7. we will express f∗OY (−iE)’s in each case under a suit-
able identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 + wN = 0) ⊂ C4.
(5.7.1) As in Claim 5.3, we may assume that l0 = F1 ∩ div(y)X1 ∩ div(z)X1
and Z1 = l0 ∩ div(w)X1 . Then
f∗OY (−2E) = (y, z, w) +m
2
P ,
f∗OY (−3E) = (v, y) + (z, w)mP +m
3
P ,
where v = tzz + tww + tx2x
2 for some tz, tw, tx2 ∈ C such that tz or tw is
non-zero. This implies (5.7.1).
(5.7.2) We may assume that l0 = F2 ∩ div(y)X2 ∩ div(z)X2 . Then
f∗OY (−2E) = (x, y, z) +m
2
P ,
f∗OY (−3E) = (y, z) + (x)mP +m
3
P .
This implies (5.7.2).
(5.7.3) We may assume that l0 = F3 ∩ div(y)X3 ∩ div(z)X3 . Then
f∗OY (−2E) = (x, y, z) +m
2
P ,
f∗OY (−3E) = (x, y, z) +m
3
P ,
f∗OY (−4E) = (y, z) + (x)mP +m
4
P .
This implies (5.7.3).
We exclude cases (5.6.2-3), which shows (5.2.1). Moreover we determine
the values of ci’s in case (5.6.1).
Lemma 5.8. (5.8.1) Neither case (5.6.2) nor case (5.6.3) occurs.
(5.8.2) In case (5.6.1), c1 = 4/5, c2 = 8/5, c3 = 8/5.
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Proof. We note that mE(Fi) ∈
1
r
Z for any i. Using Remark 4.8.2, for any i
we have
αKX (Fi)−
∑
1≤j≤i
cj = αKY (Fi) = αf∗KX+4E(Fi) = αKX (Fi)− 4mE(Fi).
Hence
∑
1≤j≤i cj = 4mE(Fi) ∈
4
r
Z, and thus ∀ci ∈
4
r
Z.
But on the other hand ci’s satisfy the relations in Remark 4.8.2 and
Corollary 4.10.2.3.3. Using them we know that there is no possibility for
such ci’s in cases (5.6.2-3), and that (5.8.2) is the only possibility in case
(5.6.1).
Now it is sufficient to deal with only case (5.6.1). (5.2.2) comes from the
following lemma, and therefore we finish the proof of Proposition 5.1. Let
l′0 be the strict transform of l0 on X2.
Lemma 5.9. (5.9.1) Let MF1 be the linear system on F1
∼= Q0 obtained by
the total pull-back of MX1 with the inclusion map F1 →֒ X1. Then MF1 is a
0-dimensional linear system consisting of some multiple of l0.
(5.9.2) Let MF2 be the linear system on F2
∼= P2 obtained by the total pull-
back of MX2 with the inclusion map F2 →֒ X2. Then MF2 is a 0-dimensional
linear system consisting of some multiple of Z2.
Proof. (5.9.1) Let c be the multiplicity of MF1 along l0, and let l ⊂ F1 be a
general line on F1 ∼= Q0 ⊂ P
3. Then,
c/2 = (cl0 · l)F1 ≤ (µMF1 · l)F1 = −c1(F1 · l)X1 = 4/5.
On the other hand,
−c/2 = (cl′0 · l
′
0)F1X2 ≤ (µMX2 · l
′
0)X2
= −c2(F2 · l
′
0)X2 − c1(F1 · l0)X1
= −c2 + c1 = −4/5.
By these two inequalities, we obtain c = 8/5 and (cl0 · l)F1 = (µMF1 · l)F1 .
This shows (5.9.1).
(5.9.2) Because Corollary 4.10.2.3.2 tells that Z2 ⊂ F2 is a line on F2 ∼= P
2,
we know that g3 induces an isomorphism F2X3
∼= F2 ∼= P
2. Let MF2X3 be
the linear system on F2X3
∼= P2 obtained by the total pull-back of MX3 with
the inclusion map F2X3 →֒ X3. It is enough to prove that MF2X3 = ∅.
Let l ⊂ F2 be a general line on F2 ∼= P
2, and let l′ be the strict transform
of l on X3. Then
(µMF2X3 · l
′)F2X3 = −c3(F3 · l
′)X3 − c2(F2 · l)X2 = −c3 + c2 = 0,
which shows that MF2X3 = ∅.
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6 General Case
In this section we treat the remaining general case (2.5.1), which corre-
sponds to cases (3.2.2.1.2) and (3.2.2.2), and our aim is the following, which
terminates the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Proposition 6.1. Assume that f is of type (3.2.2.1.2) or (3.2.2.2). Then
f is obtained by a suitable weighted blow-up of type (2.5.1).
Throughout this section except Definition 6.5 and Proposition 6.6, we
assume that f is of type (3.2.2.1.2) or (3.2.2.2) and struggle with Proposition
6.1. We set (r1, r2) = (1, r) in case (3.2.2.2) in this section because we want
to treat both cases (3.2.2.1.2) and (3.2.2.2) simultaneously.
First we restate the conclusion.
Lemma 6.2. The following imply Proposition 6.1.
(6.2.1) l = m.
(6.2.2) N ≥ 2a.
(6.2.3) There exists an identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy+ z2+wN = 0) ⊂ C4
satisfying that z ∈ f∗OY (−aE).
Proof. We use the same idea as that in the proof of Lemma 5.2. First
we remark that a = n by (6.2.1) and Corollary 4.12.2. By (6.2.3), we
have an identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 + wN = 0) ⊂ C4 sat-
isfying that z ∈ f∗OY (−nE). Moreover by (6.2.1) we may assume that
Zm = Fm ∩ div(y)Xm ∩ div(z)Xm ⊂ Fm
∼= Q0 ⊂ P
3. We know that
(mdiv(x)(Fn),mdiv(z)(Fn),mdiv(w)(Fn)) = (m,n, 1).
Claim 6.3. Under the above identification, Fn equals, as valuations, an
exceptional divisor obtained by the weighted blow-up of X with its weights
wt(x, y, z, w) = (m, 2n−m,n, 1).
Proof of Claim 6.3. First we remark that z/wm, w ∈ OXm,Zm generate local
coordinates of Xm at the generic point of Zm, that x/w
m ∈ O×Xm,Zm , that
y/wm = −(x/wm)−1((z/wm)2+wN−2m), and that Fn equals, as valuations,
the exceptional divisor dominating Zm which is obtained by the weighted
blow-up of Xm along Zm with its weights wt(z
m/w,w) = (n −m, 1). Thus
we obtain (mdiv(x)(Fn),mdiv(y)(Fn),mdiv(z)(Fn),mdiv(w)(Fn)) = (m, 2n −
m,n, 1), considering (6.2.2). Because any v ∈ OX,P has an expansion of
a formal series v = v1(x, z, w) + v2(y, z, w), it is sufficient to prove that for
any i ≥ 0,
v =
∑
(p,q,r,s)∈Ii
cpqrsx
pyqzrws ∈ g0n∗OXn(−(i+ 1)Fn) (cpqrs ∈ C)
implies v = 0, where
Ii = {(p, q, r, s) ∈ Z
4
≥0|mp+ (2n−m)q + nr + s = i, p or q = 0}.
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However, by replacing v with xjv for a sufficiently large j, we have only to
show that for any i ≥ 0,
v =
∑
(p,q,r)∈Ji
cpqrx
pzqwr ∈ g0n∗OXn(−(i+ 1)Fn) (cpqr ∈ C)
implies v = 0, where Ji = {(p, q, r) ∈ Z
3
≥0|mp+ nq + r = i}.
Take any v =
∑
(p,q,r)∈Ji
cpqrx
pzqwr ∈ g0n∗OXn(−(i + 1)Fn). Then v =∑
(p,q,r)∈Ji
cpqr(x/w
m)p(z/wm)qwmp+mq+r. We note that x/wm ∈ O×Xm,Zm.
Because Fn equals, as valuations, the exceptional divisor dominating Zm
which is obtained by the weighted blow-up of Xm along Zm with its weights
wt(z/wm, w) = (n − m, 1), it is enough to show that the weight of any
monomial (z/wm)qwmp+mq+r ((p, q, r) ∈ Ji) with respect to its weights
wt(z/wm, w) = (n − m, 1) equals i. But this is trivial by a direct calcu-
lation (n −m)q + (mp+mq + r) = mp+ nq + r = i.
There remains only proving that m,n are coprime. Because of Lemma
4.4 and properties of toric geometry, we have only to show the following
claim.
Claim 6.4. Consider an analytic germ of a cA1 point o ∈ (xy+ z
2+wN =
0) ⊂ C4 (N ≥ 2n) and blow-up this with its weights wt(x, y, z, w) = (m, 2n−
m,n, 1), where m,n are positive integers with m < n and are not coprime.
Then the exceptional locus of this weighted blow-up is irreducible, and the
weighted blown-up analytic space is normal and has a non-terminal singu-
larity.
Proof of Claim 6.4. Direct calculation shows that its exceptional locus is
isomorphic to (xy + z2 = 0) or (xy + z2 + w2n = 0) ⊂ P(m, 2n − m,n, 1)
with weighted homogeneous coordinates x, y, z, w, which is irreducible, and
that all singularities on the obtained analytic space are two non-terminal
quotient singularities of types 1
m
(−1, n, 1) and 12n−m(−1, n, 1), and in the
case N ≥ 2n+2 furthermore one terminal Gorenstein singularity isomorphic
to o ∈ (xy + z2 + wN−2n = 0) ⊂ C4.
Our problem is proving (6.2.1-3). For this we introduce one definition,
which also makes sense in more general situation as in Section 3.
Definition 6.5. An algebraic surface P ∈ S ⊂ X is said to be special of
type s, where s is a positive integer, if it satisfies the following conditions.
(6.5.1) S is normal and has a Du Val singularity of type As at P .
(6.5.2) f∗S = SY + aE.
A special surface has beautiful properties.
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Proposition 6.6. Let P ∈ S ⊂ X be a special surface of type s, and let
fS be the induced morphism from SY to S. Then SY is normal and KSY =
f∗SKS. Especially, the minimal resolution of S factors through SY .
Proof. It is sufficient to show that SY is normal and that KSY = f
∗
SKS ,
because these imply the last part of the statement. We will prove them
simultaneously.
Let ν : S˜Y → SY be the normalization of SY . First we calculate the
dualizing sheaf ωSY on SY . Let Y
o ⊆ Y be the Gorenstein locus of Y . We
remark that Y \ Y o is a finite set. By the adjunction formula, we obtain
that
ωSY |Y o∩SY = ωY (SY )⊗OY OSY |Y o∩SY
= f∗S(ωX(S)⊗OX OS)|Y o∩SY = f
∗
SωS |Y o∩SY .
On the other hand, we know that ωSY is (S2), that SY \(Y
o∩SY ) ⊆ SY is of
codimension ≥ 2, and that f∗SωS is invertible. Thus we obtain ωSY = f
∗
SωS,
and our problem is reduced to only proving that ν is isomorphism.
Second we calculate the dualizing sheaf ω
S˜Y
on S˜Y . Grothendieck duality
tells that
ω
S˜Y
= HomOSY (ν∗OS˜Y
, ωSY )
= HomOSY (ν∗OS˜Y , f
∗
SωS)
= HomOSY (ν∗OS˜Y ,OSY )⊗OS˜Y
ν∗f∗SωS,
where the remark that ωS is invertible induces the third equality.
Because S is canonical, the above equation shows that the conductor
ideal sheaf HomOSY (ν∗OS˜Y ,OSY ) ⊆ OS˜Y has to equal OS˜Y . Hence ν is
isomorphism.
We come back to cases (3.2.2.2) and (3.2.2.1.2) treated in this section.
In our situation, the type of any special surface must be higher.
Lemma 6.7. Let P ∈ S ⊂ X be a special surface of type s. Then s ≥
r1 + r2 − 1.
Proof. First we give easy statements about a Du Val singularity of type As.
Claim 6.8. Let P ∈ S be an algebraic germ (resp. an analytic germ) of a
Du Val singularity of type As (s ≥ 1), let fS : (SY ⊃ E) → (S ∋ P ) be a
non-isomorphic partial resolution factored through by the minimal resolution
of S, and let P ∈ C ⊂ S be a general hyperplane section through P .
(6.8.1) C has its multiplicity 1 along every prime component of E, that is,
f∗SC = CSY + E.
(6.8.2) The set CSY ∩ E consists of 2 points, say Q1, Q2. These Q1, Q2 are
Du Val singularities of types As1 , As2 with s1+ s2 < s (s1, s2 ≥ 0). Here we
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define a Du Val singularity of type A0 as a smooth point.
(6.8.3) For i = 1, 2, the local intersection number (CSY · E)SY ,Qi equals
1/(si + 1).
Proof of Claim 6.8. Let f : (T ⊃ F ) → (S ∋ P ) be the minimal resolution
of S, and let g : T → SY be the induced morphism. F =
∑
1≤i≤s Fi is a chain
of (−2)-curves Fi’s. We order the indices i’s so that they are compatible with
the order of Fi’s in this chain. It is fundamental to see that f
∗C = CT + F
and that CT intersects F exactly at a point, say P1, on F1 \ F2 and at a
point, say P2, on Fs \ Fs−1 transversally, where we omit \F2 and \Fs−1
if s = 1. Let s1 (resp. s2) be the smallest non-negative integer such that
Fs1+1 (resp. Fs−s2) is not contracted by g. Then Qi = g(Pi) (i = 1, 2) is
a Du Val singularity of type si, and CSY ∩ E consists of Q1, Q2. Because
g∗Fs1+1 = (s1+1)
−1F1+(others) (resp. g
∗Fs−s2 = (s2+1)
−1Fs+(others)),
we have (CSY ·E)SY ,Q1 = 1/(s1+1) (resp. (CSY ·E)SY ,Q2 = 1/(s2+1)).
We begin to prove Lemma 6.7. We keep the notation fS : SY → S in
Proposition 6.6. Let P ∈ H ⊂ X be a general hyperplane section on X
through P . Then P ∈ C = H|S ⊂ S is also a general hyperplane section
on S through P . Because mP 6= f∗OY (−2E), we have f
∗H = HY + E
and f∗SC = HY |SY + E|SY . The support of E|SY is exactly the exceptional
locus of fS , and fS is factored through by the minimal resolution of S by
Proposition 6.6. Thus by Claim 6.8.1, we obtain that E|SY is reduced and
that HY |SY = CSY , the strict transform of C on SY .
We calculate the intersection number of CSY and E|SY around f
−1
S (P ).
(CSY · E|SY )SY = (HY · E · SY )Y
= ((f∗H − E) ·E · (f∗S − aE))Y
= aE3 = (1/r1) + (1/r2),
where the last equality comes from Proposition 3.1.2.
By Claim 6.8.2, the set CSY ∩E|SY consists of 2 points, say Q1, Q2, and
thus (CSY ·E|SY )SY ,Q1+(CSY ·E|SY )SY ,Q2 = (1/r1)+(1/r2). We may assume
that (CSY ·E|SY )SY ,Q1 ≥ (CSY ·E|SY )SY ,Q2 . Considering the set I and Claim
6.8.3, we know that (CSY · E|SY )SY ,Q1 = 1/r1 and (CSY · E|SY )SY ,Q2 =
1/r2, and that the local Gorenstein indices of Q1, Q2 are r1, r2. Therefore
by Claims 6.8.2-3, we obtain that Q1, Q2 are Du Val singularities of types
Ar1−1, Ar2−1 with (r1 − 1) + (r2 − 1) < s, that is, r1 + r2 ≤ s+ 1.
Remark 6.9. The above proof tells that Y has exactly two non-Gorenstein
singularities in case (3.2.2.1.2).
We obtain an upper-bound of the value of a.
Lemma 6.10. r1 + r2 ≥ 2a.
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Proof. Proposition 3.1.2 induces that a(r1r2E
3) = r1 + r2. Thus we have
only to show that a 6= r1 + r2 because of Proposition 3.1.1. mE(F1) ∈ Z
(resp. 1
r1
Z, 1
r2
Z) when the center of F1 on Y is not a non-Gorenstein point
(resp. is the non-Gorenstein point of index r1, is the non-Gorenstein point
of index r2). Like the proof of Lemma 5.8, we obtain c1 ∈ aZ (resp.
a
r1
Z,
a
r2
Z). By this and Proposition 4.9.1 we have a (resp. a
r1
, a
r2
) < 1, which
implies that a 6= r1 + r2.
Combining Lemmas 6.7 and 6.10, we obtain a corollary.
Corollary 6.11. Let P ∈ S ⊂ X be a special surface of type s. Then
s ≥ 2a− 1.
Now we will prove (6.2.1-3) by constructing special surfaces.
Lemma 6.12. There exists an identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy+z2+wN =
0) ⊂ C4 satisfying that mdiv(w)(E) = 1 and that z + p(w) ∈ f∗OY (−aE) for
some p(w) ∈
⊕a−1
i=1 Cw
i ⊂ C[w].
Proof. The following claim is inevitable.
Claim 6.13. Let Ni = ⌊
i
r1
⌋+1, which is the number of elements in the set
Ii = {(j, k) ∈ Z
2
≥0|r1j + k = i}. Then for 0 ≤ i < a,
dimC f∗OY (−iE)/f∗OY (−(i+ 1)E) = Ni.
Proof of Claim 6.13. We note that r2 ≥ a by Lemma 6.10. Thus by calcu-
lation using Proposition 3.1.3 as in [Kwk00, Remark 2.8.1, (2.12), (2.15)],
we have, for 1 ≤ i ≤ a,
dimCOX/f∗OY (−iE) = i−
1
2
min
0≤j<i
{((1 + j)r1 − 2i)j}.
[Kwk00, Lemma 2.9] shows that the above dimension equals
∑i−1
s=0Ns, which
implies the claim.
We express f∗OY (−iE)’s explicitly using the above claim.
Claim 6.14. (6.14.1) Take an identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy+ z2+wN =
0) ⊂ C4 satisfing that mdiv(w)(E) = 1. Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ min{r1, a},
f∗OY (−iE) = (xi, yi, zi) + (w
i)
for some xi = x+p
x
i (w), yi = y+p
y
i (w), zi = z+p
z
i (w) (p
x
i (w), p
y
i (w), p
z
i (w) ∈⊕i−1
j=1Cw
j ⊂ C[w]).
(6.14.2) Assume r1 < a.
(6.14.2.1) In (6.14.1), xr1, yr1 or xr1−yr1−2zr1 6∈ f∗OY (−(r1+1)E)+(w
r1).
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(6.14.2.2) In (6.14.1), assume that xr1 6∈ f∗OY (−(r1 +1)E) + (w
r1). Under
this situation, for r1 ≤ i ≤ a,
f∗OY (−iE) = (yi, zi) +
∑
(j,k)∈∪s≥iIs
(xjr1w
k)
for some yi = y + p
y
i (xr1 , w), zi = z + p
z
i (xr1 , w) (p
y
i (xr1 , w), p
z
i (xr1 , w) ∈⊕i−1
s=1
⊕
(j,k)∈Is
Cxjr1w
k ⊂ C[xr1 , w]), where Ii is the set in Claim 6.13.
Proof of Claim 6.14. (6.14.1) We will construct xi, yi, zi inductively starting
with x1 = x, y1 = y, z1 = z. Assume that we have constructed xi, yi, zi
(1 ≤ i < min{r1, a}). There exists a surjective map λi,
λi : ((xi, yi, zi) + (w
i))/(mP (xi, yi, zi) + (w
i+1))
։ f∗OY (−iE)/f∗OY (−(i+ 1)E).
By i < min{r1, a} and Claim 6.13, dimC f∗OY (−iE)/f∗OY (−(i + 1)E) =
Ni = 1. On the other hand because mdiv(w)(E) = 1, we know that w
i
generates f∗OY (−iE)/f∗OY (−(i+ 1)E), and that xi + txw
i, yi + tyw
i, zi +
tzw
i ∈ Kerλi for some tx, ty, tz ∈ C. Hence it is enough to put xi+1 =
xi + txw
i, yi+1 = yi + tyw
i, zi+1 = zi + tzw
i.
(6.14.2.1) As in the above proof, using xr1 , yr1 , zr1 in (6.14.1) we have a
surjective map λr1 ,
λr1 : ((xr1 , yr1 , zr1) + (w
r1))/(mP (xr1 , yr1 , zr1) + (w
r1+1))
։ f∗OY (−r1E)/f∗OY (−(r1 + 1)E).
Dividing by (wr1), we have another surjective map λr1 ,
λr1 : (xr1 , yr1 , zr1)/mP (xr1 , yr1 , zr1)
։ f∗OY (−r1E)/(f∗OY (−(r1 + 1)E) + (w
r1)).
By Claim 6.13 and mdiv(w)(E) = 1, dimC f∗OY (−r1E)/(f∗OY (−(r1+1)E+
(wr1)) = Nr1 − 1 = 1. Hence dimCKerλr1 = 3 − 1 = 2, which shows
(6.14.2.1).
(6.14.2.2) We will prove (6.14.2.2) as in the proof of (6.14.1), constructing
yi, zi inductively starting with yr1 , zr1 in (6.14.1). Assume that we have
constructed yi, zi (r1 ≤ i < a). There exists a surjective map λi,
λi : ((yi, zi) +
∑
(j,k)∈∪s≥iIs
(xjr1w
k))/(mP (yi, zi) +
∑
(j,k)∈∪s≥i+1Is
(xjr1w
k))
։ f∗OY (−iE)/f∗OY (−(i+ 1)E).
We know that xr1 , w
r1 generate f∗OY (−r1E)/f∗OY (−(r1+1)E) because of
the proof of (6.14.2.1). Thus any non-zero element in
⊕
(j,k)∈Ii
Cxjr1w
k ⊂
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C[xr1 , w], which always decomposes into a product of w
i−⌊ i
r1
⌋r1 and ⌊ i
r1
⌋
linear combinations of xr1 , w
r1 , has exactly its multiplicity i along E. This
and Claim 6.13 imply that {xjr1w
k}(j,k)∈Ii generate f∗OY (−iE)/f∗OY (−(i+
1)E), and that yi + t
y
i , zi + t
z
i ∈ Kerλi for some t
y
i , t
z
i ∈
⊕
(j,k)∈Ii
Cxjr1w
k ⊂
C[xr1 , w]. Hence it is enough to put yi+1 = yi + t
y
i , zi+1 = zi + t
z
i .
We will construct an identification in Lemma 6.12 using Claim 6.14. It
is easy that we can take an identification in (6.14.1). Lemma 6.12 is trivial if
a ≤ r1 by Claim 6.14.1. If r1 < a, by Claim 6.14.2.1 and an equation xy+z
2+
wN = (x−y−2z)y+(y+z)2+wN , we may assume that xr1 6∈ f∗OY (−(r1+
1)E) in the construction of xr1 , yr1 , zr1 in (6.14.1). Then by Claim 6.14.2.2,
we obtain that za = z + p
z
a(x + p
x
r1
(w), w) ∈ f∗OY (−aE). We express za
as za = z + p(w) + q(x,w)x (p(w) ∈
⊕a−1
i=1 Cw
i ⊂ C[w], q(x,w) ∈ C[x,w]).
Thus it is sufficient to replace y, z with y′ = y − 2q(x,w)z − q(x,w)2x,
z′ = z + q(x,w)x because xy + z2 + wN = xy′ + (z′)2 + wN .
Corollary 6.11, Lemma 6.12, and the following lemma induce (6.2.1-3),
which terminates the proof of Proposition 6.1 and therefore also the proof
of Theorem 2.5 completely.
Lemma 6.15. (6.15.1) Under the identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 +
wN = 0) ⊂ C4 in Lemma 6.12, assume N < 2a or p(w) 6= 0. Then there
exists a special surface of type s with s < 2a− 1.
(6.15.2) Under the identification P ∈ X ∼= o ∈ (xy + z2 + wN = 0) ⊂ C4 in
Lemma 6.12, assume N ≥ 2a, p(w) = 0, and l < m. Then there exists a
special surface of type 2a− 3.
Proof. (6.15.1) Take a surface P ∈ S = div(z+p(w)+cwa) for a general c ∈
C. Then P ∈ S ∼= o ∈ (xy+(p(w)+cwa)2+wN = 0) ⊂ C3, which is a Du Val
singularity of type As, where s = min{2a, a+ord p(w), ord (p(w)
2+wN )}−1.
Here ord q(w) = inf{i ∈ Z≥0|w
i divides q(w)} ∈ Z≥0 ∪ {+∞}. We remark
that s < 2a− 1 if N < 2a or p(w) 6= 0. Because z+ p(w) ∈ f∗OY (−aE) and
mdiv(w)(E) = 1, the multiplicity of S along E equals a. Thus P ∈ S ⊂ X is
special of type s.
(6.15.2) We may assume that l0 = Fl∩div(y)Xl∩div(z)Xl . Since l < m, Zl is
a point on l0 except the vertex point of Fl ∼= Q0. Thus Zl = l0∩div(tx+w
l)Xl
for some t ∈ C. We note that tx + wl ∈ g0,l+1∗OXl+1(−(l + 1)Fl+1) ⊆
f∗OY (−(l + 1)E) because Zl ∈ div(tx + w
l)Xl . Take a surface P ∈ S =
div(z + wa−l−1(tx + wl) + cwa) for a general c ∈ C. Then P ∈ S ∼= o ∈
(xy+(wa−l−1(tx+wl)+cwa)2+wN = 0) ⊂ C3, which is a Du Val singularity
of type A2a−3. Because z ∈ f∗OY (−aE), tx+ w
l ∈ f∗OY (−(l + 1)E), and
mdiv(w)(E) = 1, the multiplicity of S along E equals a. Thus P ∈ S ⊂ X is
special of type 2a− 3.
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